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Press Report

“Children, for the last time: Don’t drop important things into the
box!”
In this podcast (only in German, see link below) multiple topics are discussed: a) Internet
users are voluntary data transmitters b) Data Dump & Data Breach, the younger sister of
Data Bitch. c) the trigger for this very spontaneous interview was an article in the CPO
magazine from 9th February 2019 “Data Dump of 2.2 Billion Breached Accounts” ++ Affected
companies: Yuhuu!, LinkedOut, Trash Box and further internet-cash-cows ++ I will tell you
why the internet is a hussy and why we fall for it time and again. ++ Dark web eBay is
booming right now. ++ Marc, I heard, a Yeti, a Big Foot and a dozen starving Grizzlies are
watching your data. What can you tell me about that? ++
Podcast: https://www.all-about-security.de/unter4ohren/single/kinder-zum-allerletztenmal-dont-drop-wichtiges-in-die-box/
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The Data Dump of 2.2 Billion Breached Accounts: What You Need to Know
A massive 600 gigabyte file containing about 2.2 billion compromised usernames and
passwords has been spotted floating about the dark web, freely available to anyone who
cares to download it via torrent. While the words “good news” and “breached accounts”
really never belong in the same sentence, the small silver lining here is that this appears to
be a collation of old data rather than any sort of a new breach.
The information in the file is basically a round-up of material from the biggest data breaches
of the last few years: Yahoo!, LinkedIn, Dropbox and more. The breached accounts are not

limited to those incidents, however, as security researchers have found credentials dating
back to 2008 in the file.
https://www.cpomagazine.com/cyber-security/the-data-dump-of-2-2-billion-breachedaccounts-what-you-need-to-know/
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